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SOR JUANA INÉS DE LA CRUZ
Marilyn Nelson

Santa Paula de San Jerónimo Convent, ca. 1671

At three I learned to read another’s thoughts.
At five I learned the beauty of numbers.
At eight the Muse chose me and wrote my fate:
a fate impossible for a woman,
according to men, who control the world.
Thus I am called and ordered to refuse,
to accept the limitations of my sex,
for women are not minds, we are bodies.
Where in the body does the I reside?

An eagle cramped in a canary cage,
I soar to the summits only in books
and on lines I scratch with angel feathers.
For what but to fly was I given wings?
I look down on the landscape of my self.
My eyes are lakes, obsidian mirrors
out of which love stares, her eyes full of tears.
My hunger for knowledge, my poetry,
all of my gifts, men pronounce heresy.

Each day is my private Inquisition,
the Church examining each truth I find,
sieving my silence for what can’t be said,
while I burn at the stake of my desire.
Am I another of your ironies,
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endlessly new self-made creator Lord?
Give me humility. Help me accept
that I was made a sunlight-seeking soul
and confined to this windowless cell of flesh.

Author’s Note: This poem and the following one were written as part 
of a collaboration with painter Holly Brigham, in which we creat-
ed portraits—she in paintings, I in poems—of seven nuns famous for 
their accomplishments, from Hildegard von Bingen and St. Catherine 
of Bologna to Henriette de Lille and Otagaki Rengetsu. The portrait 
series, called Sacred Sisters, has been exhibited at the William Benton 
Museum at the University of Connecticut, Storrs, and at the Ronald K. 
De Long Gallery of Penn State University, Lehigh Valley.


